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Start of thread: 
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"Ms Lovell was a passionate home birthing mother who had made a
submission to the Government in relation to the Inquiry into Health
Legislation Amendment (Midwives and Nurse Practitioners) Bill 2009."

http://www.news.com.au/national/mum-dies-in-home-birth-
tragedy/story-e6frfkvr-1226257823611

yes, well, ahem..

what would those doctors know anyway
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--Content Moderated --

This post has been moderated on 31/01/12 6:42:01 PM (Sexist)
Comments: Don't imply that any woman wanting a home birth is mentally
deranged. Disgraceful. This thread is locked. It's not good content for
HotCopper.
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acreage1, you're clearly not interested in this issue, so why post?

If you had bothered to read the article, you would know that the baby
survived.

As if mothers never die in hospital.

Two children have lost their mother, and a husband his wife, and all
you want to do is score political points.
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I guess there is some consolation in that she died loving what she did.
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"As if mothers never die in hospital"

Jantimot.. they do ..BUT there chances of survival if complications do
occur a ten fold..

I'm just a simple chartist like many. We get some right, we get some
wrong.
"know thyself"

home birth lobbyist dies after home birth
Forum: General (Back | Return to Search Results for 'Poster: "mobyt" ')
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Not to mention, as if doctors always are at the hospital when mothers
give birth.

But the amenities are more than likely available when needed

Harlee
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"A spokeswoman for Midwives in Private Practice said it was the first
time she has heard of a maternal death following a home birth in her 15
years' experience working as a midwife."

My grandmother had seven "home births" in the era when this was the
norm. She never had the luxury of a midwife or the consolation that any
medical care was available should things go badly. All seven survived,
without incident.

Here we have what may well be the first death of a mother in recent
memory, albeit a lobbyist for home births, and a tragic outcome. The
media will use this to clamp down on a woman's current right to
choose where she will give birth.

All women due to give birth are aware that there are risks regardless of
where and how the baby is delivered, however perhaps there has not
been enough emphasis on the risk as a woman ages.

Caroline Lovell was thirty six and in birthing terms a 'geriatric',
regardless of having already had a previous successful pregnancy and
birth, she was a high risk home birther.
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These actions definately speak louder than words.
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martis, but how often are the complications created by the hospital
process? Caesareans, inductions, spinal taps, forceps, suction cups
etc. etc.

You have more complications at hospital because of the interventions.
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Oh give the majority of humans a break...no matter which way the
bread is sliced home birthing is high risk relative to hospital and serves
only those with a psychological misfire in their brain, aggressively self
interested individuals.....after all ask any newborn their opinion.....it
cannot be about them or their best interest, its all about psychological
problem forcing.

Thats the basic bottom line........

At some stage opinion and "choice" that is based solely on mental
illness must no longer be considered as worthy of having.

That's not PC but it is correct.

and serves
only those with a psychological misfire in their brain,

based solely on mental
illness m

Notice how this comment was
left standing!

More incoherent sexist
comments from thalweg.
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Please do not take anything written by me as financial advice at any
level, I trade 9/10 times in my underpants.<

My post in the DT thread unless stated or simply understood are DT
stock in REALTIME as reflected by indicator/s/stock movement. 

Throwaway email address (take the numbers out)
2anything2small2cap2@gmail.com
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What are you on ?
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--Content Moderated --

This post has been moderated on 31/01/12 6:13:40 PM (Sexist)
Comments:
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What about the right of the child to have the best chance of being born
? Imo your attitude is entirley selfish!
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shades of the immunisation debate
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acreage, wow, and you talk about people with a psychological misfire
in their brain!

You must be a doctor. You feel threatened by people taking their own
decisions when you are the self-appointed expert - as you say, how
self centred are these people?

For low risk patients home birthing is low risk - and minimises the risk
of infection. The hospitals are there for high risk patients.
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Suspended
Post #: 577885

--Content Moderated --

This comment was not sexist
It was criticising the sexism in this thread
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This post has been moderated on 31/01/12 12:51:07 PM (Sexist)
Comments: blatantly sexist
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jantimot.. if hospitals are there for high risk patients..why not use 21st
century medical advancement for all births..why risk the well being of
ones self and ones child?

I'm just a simple chartist like many. We get some right, we get some
wrong.
"know thyself"
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--Content Moderated --

This post has been moderated on 31/01/12 6:14:34 PM (Sexist)
Comments:
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Nothing wrong with home births but people have to accept the
ambulance bill and wait time if something goes wrong.

The article says they make up 0.22% of births so of course
complications are rare when taken from a media or personal
perspective.

We have no idea what we're talking about. Quick, quote Warren
Buffett!

x(1.1*0.9) t̂ = 0 - Brokerage
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look whats happening in the US and all these new internet regulations
coming in..The more people don't take responsibility for their
actions..the more these power/control mongers will TAKE it from us
and tell us how to live...and do you really think that will make the world
a better place or safer??

why not go and chip yourself because it's way too dangerous to have
cash..you might get robbed..!!

Intelligence doesn't defend an assumption!
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martis "seeing as the child is not in a state of mind to make such decisions"

 31/01/12 12:51:07 PM 

It took no time at all for a mod to delete
this comment. The comment was in no way sexist!

Another complaint about sexism
hit the dust!
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Kaya..with all due respect lets not go down the road of the spartans..

To conclude there was a death.. could the death have been prevented if
in hospital? if yes.. the question has been answered..

god bless.

I'm just a simple chartist like many. We get some right, we get some
wrong.
"know thyself"
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What a lot of 'emotional' rubbish from the advocates here, it's about
simple science, you may not be able to distinguish the difference due
to a missfire but do no assume the majority of humans also hold the
same "PC" abnormal dysfunction.

Woman's body, choice yada yada...only holds water outside simple
selfish self interested aggressive indoctrinated behavior unless every
and all consequence is theirs and theirs alone.

In this case thank goodness the consequence became hers alone, a
stupid and dangerous person doing nothing better than their emotion
alone allowed them....and she paid for it.

live by the sword die by the sword and good riddance ...trains surfing
with a baby in her belly...it was her choice never the child's
choice....how arrogant was that, illegal in almost every other
circumstances.

And further more given the mental missfire and character nessesary
needed to actually play potential risk of a home birth out.....will the
child actually be better of for the outcome???. apples to apples in and
throughout their future??

Always worth the study these things.

Please do not take anything written by me as financial advice at any
level, I trade 9/10 times in my underpants.<

My post in the DT thread unless stated or simply understood are DT
stock in REALTIME as reflected by indicator/s/stock movement. 

Throwaway email address (take the numbers out)
2anything2small2cap2@gmail.com
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be careful Martis..it's a dangerous world out there..and people are too
stupid to make their own decisions..

Intelligence doesn't defend an assumption!
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Martis, I agree with you completely. This might seem to be an extreme
right comment but I believe in people having the right to make their own
decisions providing they do not impact on someone else. Shouldn't
Darwin's theory of the survival of the fittest rule. I'm thinking of home
birthing, seat belts, bike helmets etc. If you are too thick to protect
yourself then you expire. I am not stating that I am not thick but years
ago I was a passenger in a car fitted with seat belts before it became
law and was involved in an accident where the car went over a 60ft
embankment (drop) I would now be dead except both the driver and

due
to a missfiff rerr b

Woman's body, choice yada yada...only holds water outside simple
selfiff sh self intererr sted aggrerr ssivevv indoctrinated behavivvor unless evevv ryrr
and all consequence is theirsrr and theirsrr alone.

livevv by the swordrr die by the swordrr and good riddance ...trar ins surfrr iff ng
with a baby in her belly...it was her choice nevevv r the child's
choice....how arror gant was that, illegal in almost evevv ryrr other
circumstances.

givevv n the mental missfiff rerr
out.....will the

child actually be better of foff r the outcome???.

This comment takes the cake.
The moderators approve!
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myself chose to wear the seat belts supplied. Let people make their
own choices in life and live or die by the result. E1
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Do the home-birthers advocate performing all medical procedures at
the family home or just the ones involving the 'miracle of life'? 

How do they decide which procedures warrant medical attention and
which do not?
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martis, partly because of the cost. Medical facilities are stretched
everywhere - other people ARE dying because so much is spent on
relatively low risk births which could be safely carried out at home,
especially if the witch hunt against home birth midwives ceased,
allowing more experienced midwives to attend home births without the
fear of being exiled.

But mainly because, as I mentioned earlier, "21st century medical
advancement" means "intervention". As MobyT says, "men know
best". Modern technology has caused us to lose most of the skills that
the midwives had (funny how most of the gynos are men) so at the hint
of anything unusual the drugs and mechanical devices are employed,
rather than an experienced midwife knowing that it is nothing to worry
about. Or, if it is a cause for concern, the best way to deal with it
rather than panicking into simply ripping the baby out.
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"be careful Martis..it's a dangerous world out there..and people are too
stupid to make their own decisions"

kaya.. and when they do..this happens..

My late father use to self diagnose ..until i introduced him to a doctor..
he told me it was the best thing since slice bread..

The child will never see its mother..this makes me sad..

I'm just a simple chartist like many. We get some right, we get some
wrong.
"know thyself"
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Very sad story and its happened before with a water birth, i can
remember something very simular, and ms lovell was very selfish to put
her beliefs in front of the welfare of her baby, the poor child didnt have a
choice.
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normal there is very little risk in having a homebirth, especially if you
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have experienced midwives and a hospital nearby.

There are a lot of benefits to a homebirth. I had my first child in a
hospital = very negative experience. Second child at home with
midwives = very positive experience.

I was young and healthy and had already had my first baby in hospital.
If I had been an older mother I might have gone to hospital.
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"Couldn't agree more kaya. If the woman is healthy and the pregnancy
normal there is very little risk in having a homebirth, especially if you
have experienced midwives and a hospital nearby."

mr-peel... u had A very positive experience giving birth at home..did the
mother of who we speak of have a positive experience? may god bless
her..

I'm just a simple chartist like many. We get some right, we get some
wrong.
"know thyself"
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Sorry guys, as a staunch feminist I can't help myself from being super
sarcastic when it comes to men wanting to make decisions for women.

It brings out the worst in me.

(Apologies to the mods and to reasonable men - but I won't apologise
to the men on this thread who think they know better than women.)

Kaya - I'm with you 100%. 

I'll refrain from saying more about the paternalistic state of affairs than I
have, since such any stronger comments than this are apparently
frowned upon. However I hope I've made myself clear.

No sarcasm this time around.

Don't let gravity get you down. It's only a theory.
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Good point re-iatrogenic infection risks Jantimot.

My post-caesarian birth at King George V resulted in a strep infection,
nearly died apparently. Was isolated from the other 'normal' babies and
placed with the syphylitic ones, and you can guess what their mother's
profession was. My mother was horrified lol. Fortunately times change.
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Moby T -a child has two parents and he or she isn't owned by the
mother (or the father for that matter).

Valid discussion should not be ridiculed on sexist grounds.

Individuals placing themselves or others in a situation of risk concerns
the whole community, not just the risk taker.
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Clam reasoned rational inclusive and caring debate to achieve the
wisest outcome should be the objective.

John S. 

I have family ...so I have a "position".
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Switchmullet,

Midwives are federally registered after gaining the recognised
qualifications and practical experience at university. As are doctors,
registered nurses, chiropractors etc.

There would be set guidelines as to when a patient requires transfer to
a hospital.
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--Content Moderated --

This post has been moderated on 31/01/12 1:21:56 PM (Flaming or Baiting)
Comments: take your soap box and move on. no further warnings as you
are turning this into a sexist thread. Stay on topic please.
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I have given birth twice in major public hospitals in Brisbane. On both
occasions, I felt like I would have been given more attention in a third
world country. IMO, the chronic short-staffing, underfunding, lack of
basic hygiene and, in some cases, total disregard for the wellbeing of
both mother and child, forces some women to find alternatives.

I think it would be interesting to see some statistics comparing deaths
for home-births and hospital births to give some perspective.
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1900 maternal death rate 1 in 100

Now maternal death rate 1 in 10,000

The difference - medicine

Like smoking in pregnancy there is a risk to mother and baby but it is
a choice like any other

“We are all atheists about most of the gods that humanity has ever
believed in. Some of us just go one god further. Richard Dawkins, The
God Delusion
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Chrysalis, there are not set guidelines for transfers to the hospital - not
in Queensland, anyway. It is up to the midwife's and mother's
judgments.

One of my sister in laws had her second child as a transfer to hospital
and then an emergency Caesar, mainly because the midwife was
inexperienced, and got a staph infection. The next four were all at
home, with an experienced midwife who knew how to get her babies
out. No infections.

OMG - The mods think it's me turning this sexist thread
into a sexist thread? Sexism reigns supreme at HotCopper!
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Free Will, no, the difference, nutrition and hygiene.
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--Content Moderated --

This post has been moderated on 31/01/12 1:47:04 PM (Sexist)
Comments: re read your last paragraph and then your first line and see if
they are in tune w ith each other
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Guidelines are just that Jantimot, but they would be there.
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From the CDC research on the decline in maternal death rates
" Safer deliveries in hospitals under aseptic conditions and improved
provision of maternal care for the poor by states or voluntary
organizations led to decreases in maternal mortality after 1930.
Medical advances (including the use of antibiotics, oxytocin to induce
labor, and safe blood transfusion and better management of
hypertensive conditions during pregnancy) accelerated declines in
maternal mortality. During 1939-1948, maternal mortality decreased by
71% (14)."

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm4838a2.htm

“We are all atheists about most of the gods that humanity has ever
believed in. Some of us just go one god further. Richard Dawkins, The
God Delusion
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